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Abstract. As cloud computing is now pervasive, securing web browser
such as IE and FireFox is one of the most important key issues. How-
ever, attacks, penetrations and exploitations of web browser are increas-
ing rapidly. Besides, Java Script obfuscation as the evading techniques of
detection and prevention system has become more sophisticated which
imposes a great burden. In this paper, we propose a new analyzing tech-
nique of obfuscated Java Script using process debug manager (PDM).
Previously, many approaches of analyzing Web script is static which
causes the obfuscation and metamorphism difficult to reveal. By us-
ing our module, we apply PDM and its step-execution components of
IEnumDebugPropertyInfo Interface to extract DebugPropertyInfo Struc-
ture for tracking function call sequence and variables. Proposed system
enables us to obtain the fine-grained log generated by high-level API
which can not be traced by commodity user and kernel mode debugger.
Step-execution and trace of our module can reveal the hidden behav-
ior of obfuscated Java Script, which is difficult for static analysis. In
experiment, we execute Java Script of Operation Aurora (MS10-002),
IE createObject (CVE2006-003) and IE styleObject (MS09-072) on our
PDM based trace system. It is shown that proposed technique can ex-
tract the hidden function call and variables which makes it possible to
detect in dynamic analysis.
keywords: Obfuscated java script, process debugger manager, step-execution
components, MS10-002, CVE2006-003, MS09-072.

1 Introduction

As cloud computing is now pervasive, web browser as interface to connect cloud
provider is becoming a most important component for securing user environ-
ment. However, the vulnerability of web application security is diversified and
sophisticated. In this paper we propose an analysis technique for revealing the
behavior of obfuscated Java script using Process Debugging Manager (PDM).
PDM is a utility of Microsoft Visual Studio to manage the session debug man-
ager and engines adaptable for all the processes. By using PDM, we can do
step-execution of obfuscated Java Script. Our analysis module makes us enable
to retrieve the function call sequence and variables which is extremely difficult



for static analysis of obfuscation. The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section
2, we briefly outline the detection target of our technique: web exploitation and
Java script obfuscation. Section 4 describes the inspection flow of our module
and the format of output log. Section 5 evaluates our logging system with input
of obfuscated Java script of MS10-002, CVE2006-003, MS09-072.We conclude
with Section 6.

2 Detection Target

As we already mentioned, our module can detect attacks on Web browser, par-
ticularly obfuscated Java Script. In this section we briefly the current situation
of attacks on Web and JavaScript obfuscation. Section 3 provides details on our
module using PDM.

2.1 Web Exploitation

Web exploitation is an action or attempt to compromise a computer system
by a vulnerability through we application. Web exploitation is the attacking
and taking advantage of a vulnerability in a computer system through a web
application. There are numerous ways to exploit vulnerabilities so only some of
the basics will be covered here. Any of the topics covered below by themselves
can be dangerous enough to cripple an entire server or website, gaining enough
access to even remotely take over daemons and services enough to ”spawn a
shell,” or gain enough access to gain system or root level access.

2.2 JavaScript Obfuscation

Code obfuscation is a manipulating source or machine code for making these diffi-
cult to understand for humans. Also, obfuscation is a attempt to evade signature
detection. Attackers may obfuscate code to hide its intention mainly malicious
or its logic to protect code from tampering. Obfuscators translate code which
is readable into complicated code using various techniques. Obfuscating code
has two sides: protecting intellectual property and hiding malicious intension
of the code. On protection side, obfuscation (and compression) of Java script
and CSS is important before making it public. On attacker side, Java script is
obfuscated to evade the detectors such as browser plug-in based and WAF (web
application firewall). One of the key issues about JS obfuscation is that static
analysis is difficult for decoding. There are several reasons. First, many tech-
niques are applied for code obfuscation which static analysis difficult. Second,
after binary code insertion as obfuscation, it is almost impossible to retrieve the
call sequence or property change in lower level APIs. In this paper we apply Pro-
cess Debug Manager (PDM) and Session Debug Manager (SDM) for dynamic
analysis of malicious Java script. Proposed module is able to reveal the hidden
call sequence of high level APIs of web script and property change of variables
in a simple form which has been obfuscated.



3 Proposed System

In this section we discuss the architecture of proposed system using PDM and the
steps of inspection of running obfuscated Java Script. First, we illustrate PDM
and step-execution component which are coordinated PDM. Second, we show
tracking steps of our module running with Web browser processing obfuscated
Java script.

3.1 Process Debug Manager

The process debug manager (PDM) is a component of Visual Studio. Also, the
PDM (Process Debug Manager) is a component or the name of its DLL im-
plementation of Microsoft Visual Studio. Basically, any applications and com-
ponents in Windows OS is closed source which makes it impossible to do step-
execution or set breakpoint (handler). However, in the case of developing appli-
cations running on COM and ATL, debugging including lower layer is necessary.
PDM has a debug engine (DE), working with the interpreter to enable debugging
services of step-execution, breakpoint and expression evaluation.

The Visual Studio has a VSPackage which manage all steps of debug session
of targe process. VSPackage has six components: Debug Package, Session Debug
Manager, Process Debug Manager, Debug Engine, Expression Evaluator and
Symbol Provider. Debug package enables debugger to provide the same user
interface. Session debug manager (SDM) enables developers to use a consistent
programmatic interface for a variety of debug engines. Process debug manager
(PDM) handles a list of all programs that can be debugged for running instances
of Visual Studio.

Figure 1 shows the diagram of debugging components of VSPackage. The
component directly connected to a process is debug engine. DE utilizes expres-
sion evaluator to cope with symbols with the help of symbol handler. Manage
components are implemented in the framework of Visual Studio: Visual Studio
Debug Package, Session Debug Manager and Process Debug Manager. Session
Debug Manager and Process Debug Manager handles all the state of monitor-
ing process, retrieving information from Visual Studio Debug Package. Rest of
components are listed as follows:

– Debug Package: This module provides the user interface commonly used for
all debugee.

– Session Debug Manager: Provides interface for programming. Consistent
function for the management of debug engines.

– Process Debug Manager: Handles all running instances, basically compiled
by Visual Studio.

– Expression Evaluator: Provides service for evaluating symbols and expres-
sions in run-time.

– Symbol Provider: maps the symbols of debugger to running instance in order
to provide information for source-code-level debugging. SP is implemented
by PDB (Program DataBase) and CLR (Common Language Runtime).
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Fig. 1. VSPackage of debugging components: VS Debug Package, Session Debug Man-
ager, Process Debug Manger, Debug Engine, Expression Evaluator and Symbol Han-
dler.

Basically, five components of Debug Package, Process Debug Manager, Ex-
pression Evaluator, Symbol Provider and Debug Engine are transparent for
users. Process Debug Manager (PDM.dll) is the components we need to ma-
nipulate for step-execution of the process.

3.2 Inspection Flow

In this section we illustrate an inspection flow of proposed module. Proposed
modules works as debugger, attaching the process of Web browser and waiting
for events occurred inside the process.

Finding and attaching process At the first stage of inspection flow, pro-
posed system discover a process of web browser and attach monitoring module
to it. Finding and attaching is done mainly by two functions: GetProviderPro-
cessData and QueryInterface. GetProviderProcessData is a member function of



IDebugProgramProvider2 which enables SDM (Session Debug Manager) to re-
trieve information about programs. To attach and debug the process, pointer
of interface is necessary to be retrieved. At line 6, QueryInterface extracts the
pointers of interface for attaching process by invoking IUnknown::AddRef. If
succeeded, proposed system become enables to attach the process.

1: fist loop:
2: hr = GetProviderProcessData
3: if (hr = FOUND) then second loop
4: second loop:
5: IDebugProviderProgramNode2 *dppn;
6: hr = QueryInterface;
7: if(hr=OK) then third loop
8: third loop:
9: attach process and start debugging
10: while(1)

Once the debugging has been started, browser can be executed step by step.
A new class instance including the handler is generated. State of the browser is
changed when the property is changed or API is invoked. Then, proposed sys-
tem attaches debugger to the process using ConnectDebugger. After connecting
debugger, the system can catch the interruption from IE using HRESULT STD-
METHODCALLTYPE. STDMETHOD is typically applied when defining and
when implementing a COM interface.

1: HRESULT hr = ConnectDebugger(this);
2: if(hr == S_OK)
3: printf("Connect to Internet Explorer succeeded\n");
4: app->GetDebugger(&dbg);
5: app->CauseBreak();
6: else
7: app->DisconnectDebugger();
8: hr = app->ConnectDebugger(this);
9: if(hr == S_OK)
10: app->CauseBreak();
11: HRESULT STDMETHODCALLTYPE
12: app->HandleBreakPoint

Below the code of handler asynchronously involved with two interfaces: IRe-
moteDebugApplicationThread and IActiveScriptErrorDebug. Inside hanlder, stack
frames are obtained by EnumStackFrames. If the property of browser is changed,
handler receive the event message and then, retrieve information of property in
recursive manner.

interface:



IRemoteDebugApplicationThread
IActiveScriptErrorDebug

// getStackFrames
prpt->EnumStackFrames(&stackFrames);
// get Stack Frame Descriptor
stackFrames->Next(maxStackFrames,sfDesc,&stackFrameCount);

if property changed:
debugProperty = funcs->getDebugProperty(f);
getPropertyInfoRecursive(debugProperty,props);

By these three steps above, we can trace the property change of web browser
to retrieve the argument of function. In getPropertyInfoRecursive, max depth
can be determined by user. From the section 5, depth 3-4 can provide the mod-
erate size of log strings.

4 Output Log

In this section we illustrate the output log generated by proposed module. At
line 1 - 5, logging information such as process ID and MaxDepth is shown. State
transition is caused by two cases: function call and property change.

1: Start Logging On: 2011/02/07 11:22:33
2: Process ID:2011
3: MaxDepth 2
4: Process Name:Windows Internet Explorer
5: Filename:http://test.com/test.html
6: Function:JScript - onload function
7: 19:window.setInterval(’tokei()’,1000)
8: 19:window.setInterval(’tokei()’,1000)
9: Function:tokei
10: str:Undefined:undefined　　　　　
11: 7:dt=new Date()
12: 8:h=dt.getHours()
13: 9:m=dt.getMinutes()
14: 10:s=dt.getSeconds()
15: 11:var str=h+":"+m+":"+s
16: str:String:"21:27:10"　　　　　　
17: 12:document.title=str
18: 13:document.myForm.myText.value=str
19: 14:document.getElementById("tokei").innerHTML=str
20: 15:window.status=str
21: 16:}



As shown in above, at line 10 and 16, the property is changed. At line 10, a
new property is created which is labeled with unknown. At line 16, the property
of string is changed to ”21:27:10”. Other lines with number means that a function
is invoked mainly to substitute values. For example, in line 13(18), the value
document.myForm.myText.value has str which is inserted at line 11(15).

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate our analyzing module by three kinds of exploita-
tion: MS10-002, CVE2006-003, MS09-072. Each logging output has clear features
which could not be retrieved by static analysis.

5.1 Google Aurora Attack

MS10-002 is HTML object memory corruption, known as Google aurora attack.
This cyber attack began in mi-2009 and first publicly disclosed by Google on
January by a blog post. The attack was also named as ”Operation Aurora” by
Dmitri Alperovitch. McAfee Labs discovered that Aurora was included file path
on the attacker’s machine.

1: Start Logging On: 2011/05/30 23:13:54
2: Process ID:3652
3: MaxDepth 2
4: Process Name:Windows Internet Explorer
5: Filename:http://192.168.20.160:8080/qMoTNjaQzbNF
6: Function:JScript global code
7: window:DispHTMLWindow2:{...}
8: window.clientInformation:Object:{...}
9: --- snip ---
10: window.event:IHTMLEventObj:null
11: window.external:Object:{...}
12: window.frameElement:IHTMLFrameBase:null
13: window.window:DispHTMLWindow2:{...}
14: pNrDlDURxbASLo:Undefined:undefined
15: OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl:Undefined:undefined
16: CLLFyYpDX:Undefined:undefined
17: HBohOxVqidZHilqXmLPfqaMYiv:Undefined:undefined
18: 5:var pNrDlDURxbASLo = ’0c053e66...’
19: pNrDlDURxbASLo:String:"0c053e66..."
20: 6:var OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl = ’’
21: OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl:String:"[s]"
22: 7:i = 0
23: i:Number:0
24: 7:i<pNrDlDURxbASLo.length
25: 8:OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl +=



26: String.fromCharCode
27: (parseInt(pNrDlDURxbASLo.substring(i, i+2), 16))
28: OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl:String:"[s][s]"
29: 7:i+=2
30: i:Number:2
31: 7:i<pNrDlDURxbASLo.length
32: 8:OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl +=
33: String.fromCharCode
34: (parseInt(pNrDlDURxbASLo.substring(i, i+2), 16))
35: OEJkQgrKoGXtKSVTgyyRcGTmCnvRxUl:String:"[s][s][s]"

Operation Aurora exploits HTMLObject memory corruption of Internet Ex-
plorer. IE has a vulnerability of handling deleted objects. Exploitation is divided
into five steps. [1] HTML (web browser) load the image. [2] JavaScript delete
the image. By vulnerability, [3] a memory address could be replace it. [4] heap
spray hits the address of payload. The feature of operation aurora is heap spray
is loop with the counter incremented by 1. Heap spray code is shown below.

var n=unescape("%u0c0d%u0c0d");
while(n.length<=524288) n+=n;
n=n.substring(0,524269-sc.length);
var x=new Array();
for(var i=0;i<200;i++) {x[i]=n+sc;}

From line 22, loop of Java script is detected. In line 14-17, new function is
generated to which exploit code is stored.

5.2 CVE2006-003

CVE2006-003, also knows as Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) Func-
tion Code Execution (MS06-014) enables web-based attack. An advisory could
set up a host of web site that contains Java script using CVE2006-003. This
exploitation uses RDS.Dataspace ActiveX control.

1: Internet Explorer COM CreateObject Code Execution CVS2006-003
2: Start Logging On: 2011/05/06 20:48:54
3: Process ID:900
4: MaxDepth 2
5: Process Name:Windows Internet Explorer
6: Filename:res://ieframe.dll/errorPageStrings.js
7: Function:JScript global code
8: window:DispHTMLWindow2:{...}
9: window.clientInformation:Object:{...}
10: window.clipboardData:IHTMLDataTransfer:{...}
11: window.closed:Boolean:false
12: L_ACR_GoHome_TEXT:Undefined:undefined



13: 2:var L_GOBACK_TEXT = "Go back to the previous page."
14: 10:var L_CONNECTION_ON_TEXT =

"It appears you are connected to the Internet,
but you might want to try to reconnect to the Internet."

15: Filename:res://ieframe.dll/dnserrordiagoff.htm
16: Function:JScript - onload function
17: 14:javascript:initConnect
18: Filename:res://ieframe.dll/httpErrorPagesScripts.js
19: Function:initConnectionStatus
20: 140:if (navigator.onLine)
21: 142:checkConnection.innerText = L_CONNECTION_ON_TEXT
22: 148:}
23: Filename:res://ieframe.dll/dnserrordiagoff.htm
24: Function:JScript - onload function
25: 14:onStatus();i
26: Filename:res://ieframe.dll/httpErrorPagesScripts.js
27: Function:initGoBack
28: textNode:Undefined:undefined
29: bElement:Undefined:undefined
30: 155:if (history.length < 1)
31: 163:var bElement = document.createElement("A")
32: bElement:DispHTMLAnchorElement:{...}
33: bElement.accessKey:String:""
34: 164:bElement.innerText = L_GOBACK_TEXT
35: bElement.firstChild:DispHTMLDOMTextNode:{...}
36: 165:bElement.href = "javascript:history.back();"
37: bElement.href:String:"javascript:history.back();"
38: 166:goBackContainer.appendChild(bElement)
39: bElement.offsetHeight:Number:17

On this logging, we can discover the value substituted at line 12 and 13.
These values is used at line 21 and 34.

5.3 MS09-072

MS09-072 is the vulnerability of Internet Explorer, which affects Microsoft Active
Directory Federation Service (ADFS). In MS07-072, an active X control build
with Microsoft Active Template Library (ATL) headers could allow advisory to
execute remote code. The ATL vulnerability prompted an out-of-band release
earlier this year from Microsoft.

1: Start Logging On: 2011/05/31 00:18:46
2: Process ID:688
3: MaxDepth 2
4: Process Name:Windows Internet Explorer
5: Filename:http://192.168.20.160:8080/1FysKckbN



6: Function:JScript - onload function
7: 20:sFsSfxRecSIXauNmBnB()
8: Function:sFsSfxRecSIXauNmBnB
9: DRBfZcPV:Undefined:undefined
10: AcHKfoIb:Undefined:undefined
11: OSGwFEcn:Undefined:undefined
12: pGgrrYDr:Undefined:undefined
13: mxwBzqOn:Undefined:undefined
14: 6:var DRBfZcPV = unescape
15: DRBfZcPV:Object:{...}
16: 7:var AcHKfoIb =

DRBfZcPV(’%u350d%ufc03%u747a%u4976%u2593%f9f%’ )
17: AcHKfoIb:String:"*******"
18: 8:var OSGwFEcn =
19: DRBfZcPV( "%"+"u"+"0"+"c"+"0"+"c"+"%u"+"0")
20: OSGwFEcn:String:"**"
21: 9:var pGgrrYDr = 20 + AcHKfoIb.length
22: pGgrrYDr:Number:520
23: 10:while (OSGwFEcn.length < pGgrrYDr)
24: 10:OSGwFEcn +=OSGwFEcn
25: OSGwFEcn:String:"****"
26: 10:while (OSGwFEcn.length < pGgrrYDr)
27: 10:OSGwFEcn+=OSGwFEcn
28: OSGwFEcnn:String:"********"
29: 10:while (OSGwFEcn.length < pGgrrYDr)
30: 10:OSGwFEcn+=OSGwFEcn
31: OSGwFEcn:String:"******************"
32: 10:while (OSGwFEcn.length < pGgrrYDr)
33: 10:OSGwFEcn+=OSGwFEcn
34: OSGwFEcn:String:"**********************************"

The feature of this exploit is random string of function generated at line 9-13.
Random string DRBfZcPV have attack code at line 16 and 19. Also, loops with
the string OSGwFEcn incremented at line 28, 31 and 34.

6 Discussion

Proposed module can extract the call sequence of high-level API of Java script
and property change of values. These extractions is hard for static analysis be-
cause there are numerous APIs and possible property changes of values. Besides,
detailed loop analysis is possible by proposed module by revealing hidden con-
ditional points and variable manipulation which are inferred memory attack
such as heap spray. SDM and PDM are basically framework of MS Visual Stu-
dio. However, by using proposed system it is possible to apply debug session
manager for inspecting behavior of Internet Explorer. Commodity and generic



debugger such as WinDBG is user and kernel mode debugger and is not capable
of extracting call chain of high level APIs and property change of variables as
shown in experimental results. Our modules can be enhanced by inspecting and
scanning memory dump.

7 Conclusions

As cloud computing is now pervasive, securing web browser such as IE and Fire-
Fox is one of the most important key issues. However, attacks, penetrations and
exploitations of web browser is increasing rapidly. Besides, Java Script obfusca-
tion as the evading techniques of detection and prevention system has become
more sophisticated which imposes a great burden. In this paper, we propose a
new analyzing technique of obfuscated Java Script using process debug manager
(PDM). Previously, many approaches of analyzing Web script is static which
causes the obfuscation and metamorphism difficult to reveal. By using our mod-
ule, we apply PDM and its step-execution components of IEnumDebugProperty-
Info Interface to extract DebugPropertyInfo Structure for tracking function call
sequence and variables. Proposed system enables us to obtain the fine-grained
log generated by high-level API which can not be traced by commodity user and
kernel mode debugger. Step-execution and trace of our module can reveal the
hidden behavior of obfuscated Java Script, which is difficult for static analysis.
In experiment, we execute Java Script of Operation Aurora (MS10-002), IE cre-
ateObject (CVE2006-003) and IE styleObject (MS09-072) on our PDM based
trace system. It is shown that proposed technique can extract the hidden func-
tion call and variables which makes it possible to detect in dynamic analysis.
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